"

Wine speaks to all the senses:

The eyes behold the colour, tone and shade;
The nose, the bouquet, the fingers and lips
caress the cool crystal;
The ears delight in the subtle swishing of the
liquid;
The tongue rejoices in the reward of a rich
harvest.

"

Mary Lou Posch

wine lover

Sparkling Wine
Malta
01

20CL

| 37.5CL |

€

€

GELLEWZA FRIZZANTE ROSÉ DEMI SEC I.G.T.

75CL
€

18.00

This rosé wine is made entirely from the unique indigenous red grape variety Gellewza. This
delicious semi-sparkling, medium dry wine is bursting with ripe fruity flavours. A delicate
strawberry bouquet is followed by a steady stream of ‘fizz and fruit’.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

02

GIRGENTINA FRIZZANTE BRUT I.G.T.

18.00

This Blanc de Blancs is made entirely from the unique indigenous white grape variety
Girgentina. This crisp, refreshing, fruity dry semi-sparkling wine is full-flavoured with a
creamy, rich mouthful of ‘fizz and fruit’.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

Italy
03

CUVÉE EXTRA DRY - TRENTINO ALTO ADIGE

31.00

An elegantly refined wine, bright straw-yellow in colour with fine, persistent perlage, and
a delicate and pleasing bouquet. Fragrant flavour, pleasantly structured, well-balanced
and fresh with good aromatic aftertaste.

Borgo Molino.

04

PROSECCO SUPERIORE DI CONEGLIANO
- VENETO

14.00

21.00

29.00

A fruity forward palate in an extra dry aromatic style, kept soft and dry by delicate acidity,
finishing on a pleasant apple aftertaste.

Carpenè Malvolti

05

Champagne

MOËT & CHANDON IMPÉRIAL

35.00

50.00

70.00

Moët Impérial is the House’s iconic champagne. Created in 1869, it embodies Moët &
Chandon’s unique style, a style distinguished by its bright fruitiness, its seductive palate
and its elegant maturity.

Moët & Chandon

06

DOM PÉRIGNON

Paradoxically concentrated yet creamy, it is energetic and warm in the mouth, focusing on
the fruit, then gradually taking on more profound bass notes.

Dom Pérignon

200.00

Local
07

White Wine

37.5CL
€

CAVALLI SAUVIGNON BLANC

|

75CL
€

16.00

This is Delicata's classic collection, lighter styled mono-varietal white wine with a
herbaceous nose and a crisp, fruity dry palate filled out with the Sauvignon Blanc
variety in a deliciously refreshing, tangy style of this noble grape.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

08

GABRIELI PINOT GRIGIO

16.00

This is Delicata's classic collection, lighter styled mono-varietal white wine with a
fruity, slightly floral nose and a crisp dry palate filled out with the Pinot Grigio grape
variety in an easy drinking, elegant style.

E
mmanuel Delicata Winemakers.
.

09

GRAND VIN DE HAUTEVILLE VIOGNIER D.O.K. MALTA

24.00

This fuller flavoured, dry white wine is made from the designer grape Viognier. It is an unoaked,
delightfully fresh wine with an appealing floral and peachy nose. It is ripe in the mouth, yet has
famously opulent apricot flavours to offer; all blossom-scented with exotic fruits.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

10

LANDINI VERMENTINO

16.00

This is Delicata’s classic, lighter styled mono-varietal white wine with a crisp, dry
palate filled out with the Vermentino grape variety in a savoury style with citrus
flavours, nettle characteristics and liquorice in the finish.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

11

MALTESE FALCON CHARNONNAY IGT

14.00

An aromatic, fruity dry white wine made from quality Malta grown Chardonnay
grapes. This full-flavoured white has tropical flavours and a crisp refreshing finish.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

12

MEDINA CHARDONNAY GIRGENTINA D.O.K. MALTA

10.00

17.00

A skilful blend of the Malta grown noble grape, Chardonnay and the indigenous white grape
Girgentina. The crispness and the fruitiness of the Girgentina complements the fullness and
complexity of the Chardonnay perfectly to produce a refreshing dry white wine.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

13

VICTORIA HEIGHTS CHARDONNAY D.OK. GOZO

18.00

A soft, fruity full flavoured dry white wine produced from hand-picked Chardonnay grapes
in the valley vineyards of Gozo. The result is an attractive, slightly honeyed barrel
matured white wine full of character and subtle vanilla flavours..

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

14

TANIT VERMENTINO

20.00

This Gozitan wine has aromas of peaches, pear and sweet melon. A firm acidic structure
with a hint of peach-pit bitterness at the end. Aromas of sweet melon and honey, apple,
pineapple, with hints of citrus.

Tal-Massar Winery.

15

ISIS CHARDONNAY D.O.K. MALTA

Isis has a brilliant, straw-yellow colour with a pale green rim; a fresh, complex bouquet of
grapefruit and other exotic white fruits with gentle floral notes; and a well-structured,
citrus taste with a long, pleasantly acidic, aftertaste.

Meridiana Winery.

30.00

Italy
16

White Wine

37.5CL |

BORGO TESIS SAUVIGNON-FRIULI-VENEZIA- GIULLIA

€

75CL
€
22.00

Radiant white with subtle aromas of bell pepper, banana and apple and a dry, velvety
palate. This grape, one of the greatest of Friuli winemaking, reveals all its elegance
and style.

Fantinel.

17

CORVO GLICINE IGP - TERRE SICILIANE

17.00

An ideal companion for light, fresh and agreeable drinking, Glicine interprets the best
Sicilian grape varieties with a fragrant wine packed with Mediterranean sensations,
scents and flavours..

Corvo Winery.

18

DON GIOVANNI VERMENTION DI SARDEGNA DOC

26.00

The colour is bright, straw yellow with greenish hints. The nose is characterised by a nice progression
that goes from scents of rosemary, typical of the grape, to elderflower, white and yellow fruits and
litchi. It’s smoothin the mouth, savoryand lively, wellstructured, with an excellent alcoholic balance.

Cantinaa di Mogoro

19

FALANGHINA I.G.T.

15.00

26.00

Grapes Falanghina Bebevento. Colour light golden yellow, bouquet is rich and elegant.
Exotic fruits, citrus and white flowers, bright acidity and perfecty balance.

Vinosia

20

GRECO DI TUFO DOCG- L'ARIELLA

29.00

Straw Yellow with greenish highlights. Fruity bouquet of overtones of lime leaf, vanilla
and apple. the palace is sapid, with a good structure and elegant finish of white currant.

Irpinia Winemakers.

21

PALÁS GAVI D.O.C.G.-PIEMONTE

22.00

This aromatic and fruity wine has an intense and golden colour, with light straw-yellow
hints. On the palate, it is lively and balanced. This is a fresh and harmonious wine, with a
delicate flavour.

Cortese Michele Chiarlo.

22

PECORINO (UNICO) I.G.T. - TERRE DI CHIETE

28.00

Bright yellow colour with greenish tinges. Fruity aromas with citrus, tropical nuances,
white peach and exotic fruits like papaya. It has a lingering and very fresh taste with a
slightly balsamic finish.

Tenuta Ulisse.

23

PINOT GRIGIO D.O.C. - VENEZIA

Dry white wine, well balanced on the palate, light to medium body and medium acidity.

12.00

21.00

22.00

32.00

12.50

22.00

You’ll find notes of pear, apple and nectarine along with citrus, wildflowers and light
minerality.

Borgo Molino.

24

ROVERETO GAVI DI GAVI - PIEMONTE

Pale-straw coloured with green highlights, this wine is intense, elegant and persistent with
notes of white flowers, golden apple, chive and minerals.

Michele Chiarlo.

25

VALLE REALE TREBBIANO D'ABRUZZO D.O.C.
(ORGANIC WINE)

Concentrated and elegant, Valle Reale’s Trebbiano d’Abruzzo combines bright fruit with
delicate aromas of white flowers and flint (an aroma encouraged by the old-fashioned piedde-cuve technique).

Azienda Agricola Valle Reale

26

12 E MEZZO MALVASIA DEL SALENTO I.G.P. SALENTO

This aromatic and fruity wine has an intense and golden colour, with light straw-yellow hints.
On the palate, it is lively and balanced. This is a fresh and harmonious wine, with a delicate
flavour.

Varvaglione.

21.00

France
27

White Wine

CHABLIS - BURGUNDY

37.5CL |

75CL

€

€

25.00

35.00

Pale gold colour, lovely brilliance and crystal clear. Extremely elegant. Predominant notes
of fresh fruit (apple, pear and blackberry) with a slight hint of oak. Rich palate, wellbalanced with apple and honey.

Ropiteau Frères.

28

CHÂTEAU PETIT BOYER SAUVIGNON BLANC

25.00

This rich wine is a blend of Sauvignon Gris, Muscadelle and Sauvignon Blanc. It offers a
heady perfume and ripe tropical and white-fruit flavors, with some spice from some wood
aging.

Château Petit Boyer.

29

SANCERRE A.O.C. LOIRE VALLEY

35.00

Restrained grapefruit aromas. The palate has a lightly creamed presence of fruit, citrus, a
little peach, with some phenolic depth to it as well. This has real charm, with considerable
texture and structure.

Bernard Fleuriet et Fils

Spain
30

MARQUÉS DE RISCAL SAUVIGNON BLANC - RUEDA

29.00

Pale yellow colour with greenish glints. A very complex nose with hints of fresh grass over
a mineral base which gives the wine personality, and abundant fresh fruit such as citrus
fruits, pineapple or melon. It leaves a fresh, aromatic taste in the mouth and has a clean,
long finish.

Marqués de Riscal Bodega

31

VIURA - RIOJA

18.00

Bright and clean, with lemon-yellow color and greenish glints. On the nose, it has medium
high intensity, flowery aromas and notes of pineapple, green apple, white flowers and fresh
cut hay. This is a voluminous wine that develops a silky fresh mouthfeel and a lingering
finish.

Viña Bujanda.

Portugal
32

FLOR DE CRASTO BRANCO - DOURO

20.00

Fresh and very aromatic on the nose with well-integrated citrus and elegant tropical fruit
notes. Good structure, crisp acidity and perfect balance. It also shows a good level of
mineral intensity, resulting in a very pleasant wine.

Quinta Do Crasto.

Lebanon
33

LES BRETECHES BLANC - BEKAA VALLEY

A noble grape variety planted in the Bekaa Valley that expresses the Lebanese terroir. With
a nose of white flowers, Les Bretèches combines intense refreshing notes of exotic fruits
and citrus on the palate.

Château Kefraya

25.00

USA
34

White Wine

37.5CL |
€

VINTNER’S RESERVE CHARDONNAY - CALIFORNIA

75CL
€

35.00

Beautifully integrated tropical flavors such as pineapple, mango and papaya, with citrus notes
that explode in your mouth. These flavors delicately intertwine with aromas of vanilla and honey
to create depth and balance throughout. A hint of toasted oak and butter rounds out the long,
lingering finish.

Kendall-Jackson

Australia
35

THE ATHERLEY RIESLING

28.00

This wine has a pale straw colour in the glass. The nose has a vibrant lift of punchy lemon sherbet,
orange blossom and freshly grated ginger. A wine of great line and drive, the palate has lashings
of flavours with elements of lemon curd, lime, grapefruit, guava and nashi pear. The wine finishes
with a gentle touch of mineralic texture to round out a mouth-watering Riesling.

Jim Berry

36

ASSYRTIKO

33.00

Lifted citrus blossom and lemon aromatics are accompanied by notes of honeydew melon and
spice. This Assyrtiko shows great flavor, concentration and a full texture with a flinty streak of
minerality. Lively and crisp and an endless finish.

Jim Berry

New Zealand
37

HAHA SAUVIGNON BLANC MARLBOROUGH

32.00

The resulting wines are more pungent, and crisper, with passionfruit and other tropical fruit
flavours, red pepper (capsicum) and gooseberry characters. The 'zing' of Sauvignon Blanc is a
delightful complement to the fresh flavours of seafood, shellfish and white fish, and enhances
citrus or garlic based sauces.

South Africa
HAHA

38

CHENIN BLANC ESTATE

- DURBANVILLE

20.00

the wine has platinum and yellow shades. Hints of white peaches, gooseberries and apricots on the
nose with elegant salinity and chalkiness. layers of granny smith apples and apple skins on the
palate with a dry elegant finish.

Meerandal

39

SAUVIGNON BLANC - DURBANVILLE

25.00

The wine has tropical aromas and whiffs of green pepper and fynbos, with a flintiness and an
attractive minerality, complemented by some gooseberry tones. It shows a refreshing and crisp
aftertaste, with a delicious and rich mouthfeel.

Meerandal

40 SIMONSIG CHENIN BLANC - STELLENBOSCH
Delightful wine that is filled to the brim with fruit, utterly unforgettable and has a silky smooth
finish.

Simonsig

18.00

Local
41

Red Wine

37.5CL |
€

BEL SYRAH D.O.K. MALTA

75CL
€

35.00

A ruby-red colour with a purple rim; aromas of ripe berry fruits with hints of spices and a
complex, cherry-blackberry flavour with an enduring finish.

Meridiana Winery.

42

CARISSIMI CABERNET SAUVIGNON

16.00

This is Delicata’s classic, lighter styled mono-varietal red wine with an elegant, robust palate
filled out entirely with the noble grape variety Cabernet Sauvignon. This is a firm, fruity red
with ample flavours of cassis and red berries.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

43

GRAN CAVALIER SHIRAZ D.O.K. MALTA

35.00

A full-bodied, fruit-packed blend of Shiraz which fills out the middle palate, dominated by
blackcurrant flavours of the Cabernet Sauvignon grapes. This barrel-matured, robust wine has
good length and an elegant finish.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

44

GRAN VIN DE HAUTEVILLE SHIRAZ-CAABERNET D.O.K.
MALTA

24.00

A full bodied, fruit packed blend of Shiraz which fills out the middle palate which is dominated
by blackcurrants flavours of the Cabarnet Sauvignon grapes. this barrel-matured, robust wine
has good length and an elegant finish.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

45

MALTESE FALCON MERLOT I.G.T

14.00

A fruity, easy drinking full bodied red wine made from hand-picked, Malta grown Merlot
grapes varieties. It has soft, ripe flavours with a firm austere finish.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

46

MANZARA SANGIOVESE

18.00

This Gozitan wine has strawberry, watermelon, pomegranate, cherry, mango, passion fruit and
pineapple in the bouquet. A very clean wine with a soft acidic structure. It leaves a very fruity
after taste with a light bitter finish of grapefruit.

Tal-Massar Winery.

47

MARENZIO MERLOT

10.00

16.00

This unoaked, medium-bodied red wine is wonderfully mellow and layered with fruity flavours
of dark berries and plum, typical for Merlot. The result is an elegant, austere wine full of
character and flavour.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

48

MEDINA CABERNET FRANC D.O.K. MALTA

17.00

Made exclusively from hand-picked Cabernet Franc grapes from selected vines grown in tal-

Ħamri

or terra rossa soils, this garnet red wine is packed with intense fruity flavours of black

cherry and black currant.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

49

MELQART CABERNET SAUVIGNON & MERLOT D.O.K.

31.00

Melqart has a deep, ruby-red colour; an aroma of ripe berry fruits with spiced notes; and
rich blackberry flavours with silky tannins and a long finish.

Meridiana Winery.

50

VICTORIA HEIGHTS MERLOT D.O.K. GOZO

This crimson red Merlot, made from grapes from family-tended valley vineyards in the
heartland of Gozo, boasts a sweet fruited palate of red berries and plum. The tannins are
supple and ripe. This rounded Merlot is a true expression of the variety,

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

18.00

Red Wine

Italy
51

37.5CL |
€

12 E MEZZO PRIMITIVO DEL SALENTO IGP - PUGLIA

75CL
€
22.00

Elegant ruby-red colour and an intense smell with fruity nuances of ripe plums, cherry jam
and a touch of cocoa. It is slightly aromatic with a finish of vanilla. Good in texture, this
wine is soft and rich in mature tannins.

Varvaglione.

52

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO-PIEMONTE

65.00

Clear, purple red in colour. To the nose it shows intense fruity hints, such as blackberry,
blackcurrant, and cherries. In the mouth it is rich, full-bodied, with soft fruity nuances
reaffirming the olfactory notes, well-balanced by a good freshness.

Villabella.

53

BARDOLINO - VENETO

18.00

This wine has its origins in ancient winemaking skills handed down from many generations. The
traditional and intrinsic characteristics of the grapes and their particular biological structure
make this wine deliciously smooth and velvety yet fresh, balanced and very pleasing to the
palate.

Fabiano.

54

CHIANTI - TOSCANA

27.00

Ruby-red in colour with lively red berry aromas and a hint of spice. Juicy and mouth-filling
with good freshness and just a touch of ripe tannins. This is an attractive, modern-styled
Chianti to enjoy young for its vibrant fruit.

Donatella Cinelli Colombini

55

MONTEMEZZANO - VENETO

30.00

Suggestions of ripe cherries and scents of berry fruits, with spicy (pepper) notes and faint
vanilla hints. This quite full-bodied wine is rich and mouth-filling: it is characterized by gentle
tannins, considerable fruit and spicy notes on the finish.

Valle Bel.

56

PALÁS

BAROLO DOCG - PIEMONTE

50.00

Etherea, balsamic and complex nose with notes of small fruits, liquorice and tobacco.
Complex, harmonic and aristocratic taste with silky tannins well integrated in the structure.

Michele Chiarlo.

57

ROSSO DI MONTALCINO D.O.C. - TOSCANA

31.00

Etherea, balsamic and complex nose with notes of small fruits, liquorice and tobacco.
Complex, harmonic and aristocratic taste with silky tannins well integrated in the structure.

Donatella Cinelli Colombini

58

TASMORCAN BARBERA D’ASTI DOCG - PIEMONTE

16.00

29.00

A young, fresh, beguiling wine made from young vines, it is drop-death gorgeous. Dark
fruit, smoke, licourice and graphite flow though to the sexy, voluptuos finish. Sweet floral
notes add a measure of refinement.

Elio Perrone.

59

VALLE REALE MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO DOC –
ORGANIC WINE

13.00

22.00

Intense salmon-pink in color, with generous aromas of sour cherry, strawberry jam and wild
herbs. This wine is medium-bodied and fresh, with layers of bright fruit flavor, brisk acidity,
and defining minerality that culminate in a long and balanced finish.

Azienda Agricola Valle Reale.

60

VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO - VENETO

A fruity bouquet with hints of cherries and raspberries, along with refreshing herbaceous tones and
suggestions of violets. Flavour is dry, with good fresh acidity and well-balanced soft tannins and ample
fruit.

Donatella Cinelli Colombini.

29.00

France
61

Red Wine

37.5CL |
€

BEAUJOLAIS-VILLAGES - BURGUNDY

75CL
€
22.00

Crimson in colour, limpid. Predominant notes of banana underpinned by hints of other fruity (pineapple,
fruit drop candies) and floral aromas.Elegant and classy palate, exuberant and fleshy, with flavours of
banana and fruit salad. A fresh and lingering wine.

Ropiteau Frères .

62

'COLLECTION ‘COLLECTION PRIVÉE’ BORDEAUX ROUGE
- BORDEAUX

22.00

The nose is full of plums and fruity notes, that mingles with the vanilla and toast brought by the ageing
in new oak barrels.

Cordier .

63

LE PARVIS CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE

65.00

Bright, deep garnet colour. On the nose, it is complex, with aromas of morello cherries and plums, and
hints of roasted coffee and cinnamon. Fine and smooth tannins. Fleshy and long-lasting wine.

Ferraton Père & Fils.

64

SAINT-ÉMILION GRAND CRU - SAINT-ÉMILION

45.00

Intense nose of warm plums and other ripe black fruits, spices, and well-balanced oak; bright, fruitdriven, fleshy palate; long in the mouth with fine tannins.

Château Mangot.

65

SAMORËNS - CÔTES-DU-RHÔNE

24.00

To the nose, it shows hints of very ripe red fruit. On the palate, it is nicely structured with firm and
meaty tannins and aromas of small ripe fruit and spices.

Spain

Ferraton Père & Fils.

66

BOTAS DE BARRO TEMPRINELLO DOCA - RIOJA

22.00

It’s rich and fruity with a refreshing acidic lift on the finish, which h keeps it fresh as you reach for the
glass, again!

Botas de Barro.

67

VIÑA BUJANDA RIOJA CRIANZA DOC - RIOJA

21.00

Aromas of blackberry with spicy tones (clove and cinnamon) from American oak, mild tobacco and light
balsamic notes. Fresh and silky tannins, developing a great volume and structure. Long and tasty ending
with an extraordinary after-nose aroma.

Viña Bujanda.

Portugal
68

FLOR DE CRASTO RED - CRASTO

21.00

This wine is deep ruby in colour with red fruit aromas evoking raspberries and plums. It is balanced and
quite fruity on the palate. It also shows good structure and light tannins which make it an incredibly
pleasant wine.

Flor de Crasto.

Lebanon
69

LES BRETECHES ROUGE - BEKAA VALLEY

Pale garnet in colour with soft subtle aromas of crushed red berry fruits with a hint of new oak and a
touch of smokiness. Well structured. Lovely weight of ripe plummy fruits, some stewed cherries and
damsons with a touch of chocolate. Rich and robust.

Château Kefraya.

23.00

Red Wine

37.5CL |

Argentina
70

€

MALBEC CLASSICO - MENDOZA

75CL
€

23.00

A bright violet red in colour. On the nose, the variety fully unfolds, with its characteristic notes
of fresh red plums, but also displaying aromas of strawberries and a subtle note of peppermint.
The palate presents great intensity, character and a silky texture, highlighted by juicy red fruit
flavors with an interesting note of pepper.

Altos Los Hormigas.

USA
71

BEYER RANCH ZINFANDEL - CALIFORNIA

26.00

This full-bodied Zinfandel has aromas and flavours of raspberry, blackberry, spice and black
pepper. With a firm tannic backbone and ripe chewy finish, this wine is a perfect pairing for rich
dishes.

Wente.

Australia
72

SHIRAZ MERLOT - ALDRIDGE

22.00

The nose has hints of plum and raspberry fruits with slight vanillin oak notes. A flavoursome palate
with savoury stewed plum and blackcurrant flavours and soft tannins which merge well into a
lingering oak finish.

Simon Hacket

73

STEADFAST SHIRAZ CABERNET - BAROSS VALLEY

25.00

Juicy and fleshy with loads of dark berry, plum and mulberry in a soft and very Drinkable style.
Some spice and liquorice notes add interest throughout.

Langmeil Barossa Winery

South Africa
74

CAPE BLEND THE LOFT - DURBANVILLE

32.00

Meerendal Cape Blend (The Loft) consists of 3 Pinotage wines, Shiraz, Merlot and Viognier
fermented in traditional 5 ton fermenters and aged in French oak barrels for 12 months. Intensely
flavored with aromas of berry compote and soft tannins from fruit and French oak in good
harmony, with excellent ageing potential.

Meerandal

75

PINOTAGE - DURBANVILLE

23.00

The wine has a deep dark ruby colour with sweet fruit and some spice and dark chocolate on the
nose. It displays juicy red and blackberry flavours on the palate with soft tannins. It has a classic
dry elegant finish.

Meerandal

76 SIMONSIG CABERNET SAUVIGNON SHIRAZ - STELLENBOSCH
It’s a vigorous and juicy blend which exhibits a fine fruit concentration whilst at the same time
showing captivating oak on the nose.

Simonsig

18.00

Local
78

Rose' Wine

37.5CL |
€

MEDINA ROSE' GRENACHE CABERNET D.O.K.

75CL
€

17.00

A delightful, fruity rosé wine made from hand-picked Malta-grown red Grenache and Cabernet
Franc grapes. This wine has a herbaceous nose with flavours reminiscent of black-pepper dusted
strawberry fruit.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

79

VICTORIA HEIGHTS SHIRAZ ROSE' D.O.K. GOZO

18.00

This fruity, dry rosé wine is made entirely from Gozitan Shiraz grapes vinified rosé. The wine is pale
in colour with an intense fruity rosé. Ripe sweet fruit has given this superior wine concentrated red
berry flavours with a slightly higher degree of natural alcohol.

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

Italy
80

COLOSI CARIDDI ROSATO I.G.P. - TERRE SICILIANE

16.00

Deep ruby red. Fruity with hints of herbs. Persistent, good intensity and structure, with aromas of
red fruits, blackberries and strawberries.

Cantine Colosi.

France
81

B&G ROSE' D'ANJOU - VAL DE LOIRE

12.00

17.00

Seductive nose dominated by raspberry, cherry and redcurrant aromas. Soft and smooth on
the palate deelvoping aromas of small red berries.

Barton & Guestier.

South Africa
82

PINOTAGE ROSE' - DURBANVILLE

(MOMENTS)

The wine has a brilliant light salmon pink colour. Fresh sweet strawberries and cream, with
Turkish delight and candy floss flavours emerge from the glass. These great flavours
continue on the palate and the perfect sugar and acid balance leave a soft and lingering
fruity aftertaste. The wine is off-dry but the intense fruit flavours make this a great
drinking as well as food wine.

Meerandal.

23.00

Malta
83

Dessert Wine

€

GRAND VIN DE HAUTEVILLE MOSCATO 50CL

22.00

Deliciously golden sweet liqueur wine made from concentrated home-grown Moscato
grapes. This rich, opulent wine has a lovely honeyed nose with a wonderful, marmalade
flavour

Emmanuel Delicata Winemakers.

Italy
84

NIVOLE MOSCATO D’ASTI DOCG - PIEMONTE

31.00

This sweet, fragrant, lightly sparkling wine has vivid aromas and flavours of peach and
apricot on a light body with a delicate finish, typical of Moscato d’Asti.

Michele Chiarlo.

South Africa
85

MEERENDAL SAUVIGNON BLANC NATURAL SWEET

38.00

The wine has a brilliant light straw yellow colour and an abundance of ripe apricots and
baked apple flavours on the nose. It is rich, full of sweet fruit flavours and a touch of
Botryris, with a perfect balance of sugar and acidity on the palate. It fills the mouth with
all the delicious flavours present on the nose and lingers on the aftertaste for a long time.

Meerendal.

Alcohol Free Wine

| 37.5CL |
€

86

BLUE NUN ALCOHOL-FREE WHITE WINE - RHEINGAU

75CL
€

16.00

A fruity and well-balanced non-alcoholic wine made from top quality German grapes. This
delicious wine has a round, fresh and fruity character and is suitable to drink as an aperitif,
with light food or simply on its own.

H. Sichel & Sohne

87

BLUE NUN ALCOHOL-FREE RED WINE - RHEINGAU

16.00

A lovely balanced alcohol-free red wine, which is best enjoyed with meat, pasta, barbecue
dishes and cheese or as a day to day drink

H. Sichel & Sohne

88

B&G SPARKLING WINE ALCOHOL-FREE - FRANCE

Intense and aromatic nose typical of the Muscat grape variety with floral and fruity notes,
well balanced with a long and refreshing finish.

Barton & Guestier

20.00

